Another Great Writer joins
the Team!
Jennifer Garcia is a longtime writer of many different styles.
She has done Fantasy, Thriller, Historical and SciFi stories.
Both alone and in cooperation with other writers around the
globe!
Welcome Jennifer.
Are you interested in her ongoing work, check J.K. Garcia

Huge project started at Human
Writing!
At Human Writing we don’t limit ourselves to our own fantasy,
or just providing space for yours. We also setup projects that
we think are required for improvement of the possibilities of
humanity in a whole. So, we started:
Project The Next Gen Bible

Initial poster instated
We added the first blogger: Hominoid Rationalis!
Check out his/her page, leave a message, find good ideas for
your own blog!
Welcome Hominoid Rationalis!

What do we offer bloggers?
We offer you a safe (CLEF protected) environment to write
under a clear banner. Your information is backed up and stays
your property. We are not looking to get your mind, we want to
help you share it.
When creating an account, you will have your own location at
http://www.humanwriting.com/<yourpreferredname>
We provide you with plenty of templates to start from, but you
are also welcome to customize your page anyway you like.
We also can provide you with plugins, just let us know which
one you need.
There are just a few simple rules…Yes, sorry. Basically you
are able to write anything you want, however, this is only
limited by common sense and general international law (So, not
local law). You are not allowed to write things that conflict
with human rights, or call for agression upon others, be it
groups, individuals or otherwise. If you do, we will be
required to hand your information to the authorities.
This does mean however, that everyone is asked to help. If you
read something that is most certainly conflicting with

regulations or laws, report it to us, so we can investigate.
We are however most likely taking the broad ‘spirit’ of law,
so we will not remove something because an individual feels
‘offended’. We are past that stage.
For more and indept information, check the page.[!]

Do you want to help?
We are looking for people who blog. People who want to
contribute to humanity and who thinks: I need a place and what
better place than with Human Writing, right here. Drop us a
line.

